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Abstract
We explore the problem of learning under selec-
tive labels in the context of algorithm-assisted
decision making. Selective labels is a pervasive
selection bias problem that arises when historical
decision making blinds us to the true outcome for
certain instances. Examples of this are common
in many applications, ranging from predicting re-
cidivism using pre-trial release data to diagnosing
patients. In this paper we discuss why selective
labels often cannot be effectively tackled by stan-
dard methods for adjusting for sample selection
bias, even if there are no unobservables. We pro-
pose a data augmentation approach that can be
used to either leverage expert consistency to mit-
igate the partial blindness that results from se-
lective labels, or to empirically validate whether
learning under such framework may lead to unre-
liable models prone to systemic discrimination.
1. Introduction
In many domains, humans are routinely tasked with making
predictions to inform decisions their job requires them to
make. Examples of such are judges who predict the likeli-
hood of recidivism when determining bail, and doctors who
predict the likelihood of neurological recovery of comatose
patients when deciding whether to extend life support. In-
creasingly, machine learning is being used to aid humans
in those predictions. Research has extensively shown that
machine learning and actuarial models are better at mak-
ing predictions than humans (Meehl, 1954; Dawes et al.,
1989; Grove et al., 2000), but the available data frequently
presents an overlooked challenge: Human decisions often
determine whether the true outcome (label) is observed. For
example, when a judge does not grant bail, we are blind
to the counterfactual of what would have happened if the
individual had been released.
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This problem has been recently formalized as the selective
labels problem (Kleinberg et al., 2017; Lakkaraju et al.,
2017). Under this setting, if machine learning algorithms are
trained using the observed outcomes, the resulting models
are not answering the question “given an individual xi, is
situation Y likely to occur?”, but rather, “given an individual
xi for whom a human predicts that situation Y is likely to
occur, is situation Y indeed likely to occur?”. Thus, rather
than estimating the quantity P (Y = 1|X), the learning
algorithms can be viewed as estimating P (Y |X,D = 1),
where Y denotes the true label, X the covariates available
for prediction, and D the human decision.
In this paper we argue that under selective labels the inti-
mate relationship between the source of the selection bias—
humans predicting the target label—and the target label
itself makes one of the core assumptions of existing meth-
ods to correct for selection bias no longer reasonable, as
we cannot assume that every instance has a non-negligible
probability of being labeled. For example, in the criminal
justice setting there may be conditions under which an of-
fender is ineligible for bail. In New Hampshire, for example,
defendants may be ineligible for pre-trial release if they are
arrested for murder or for an alleged violation of a domestic
violence protective order, among others (New Hampshire
Judicial Branch, 2016).
We propose a way of leveraging consistency; whenever we
are blind to the true label for a portion of the population,
it is because humans consistently predict that these cases
belong to one class. As a result, we can make use of experts’
knowledge to partially overcome the blindness. This allows
us to learn from humans in the cases where they are very
confident—and where it would be impossible for the ma-
chine to learn without introducing other assumptions—and
learn from observational data in all other cases. Figure 1
illustrates the approach. The proposed data augmentation
can be used to learn what humans already seem to know
whenever consistency is believed to stem from expertise,
and it can be used as an evaluation framework whenever
it is not clear whether human consistency is indicative of
correctness.
2. Related Literature
Kleinberg et al. (2017); Lakkaraju et al. (2017) propose
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Figure 1. Diagram illustrating proposed data augmentation.
a way of better evaluating algorithmic predictions in the
presence of both selective labels and unobservables. Our
work adds to the discussion they initiated by identifying an
additional limitation of applying existing methodology to ad-
dress selective labels. Additionally, while their methodology
considers the problem of model validation and leverages
the heterogeneity of human decisions by focusing on those
cases where humans disagree, our focus is instead on the
homogeneity of human decisions, its risks and opportunities
for model training.
The fairness-related risks of learning from censored data
are explored in Kallus & Zhou (2018). The selective labels
problem is a special case of sample selection bias, which
concerns learning in a setting where training and test data are
drawn from different distributions (Zadrozny, 2004; Huang
et al., 2007). Statistics and quantitative methods literature
on missing data has also addressed this problem (Little &
Rubin, 2014; Seaman & White, 2013). In addition to assum-
ing conditional ignorability, which fails in the presence of
unobservables, a common assumption to the different ap-
proaches that have been presented to tackle sample selection
bias is that every individual has a non-zero probability of
being part of the training sample, i.e., P (di = 1|xi) > 0
∀i = 1, .., n, where di refers to xi being selected for the
sample. This so-called positivity assumption is rarely rea-
sonable to make under selective labels, as individuals who
are very easy for humans to label in the class that makes
us blind to the true output will never appear in our labeled
data. If the algorithm never observes the true label for a
subpopulation, it cannot learn anything about that group
without making further assumptions. If trained only on ob-
served outcomes, what it learns for that subset will be by
extrapolation, which will not necessarily be correct.
Our work shares similarities with the literature on learning
to defer (Cortes et al., 2016; Madras et al., 2017), which also
combines human and algorithmic decision making. How-
ever, existing techniques in this realm, which rely on the
algorithm’s ability to self-assess its performance and confi-
dence, are not directly applicable, because under selective
labels we cannot assess the accuracy of humans or machines
for the unlabeled cases we are concerned about. We do note,
however, that a framework for learning to defer using the
selection bias as a criteria would be a plausible alternative
to the proposed methodology.
3. Data Augmentation
A primary risk of learning under selective labels is that those
cases that are very easy for humans to predict, and whose
accurate prediction blinds us to the true outcome, will never
be seen by the algorithm during training.
In this section we propose a simple data augmentation
scheme for using expert certainty to overcome some of
the blindness that results from selective labels. The core as-
sumption of our methodology is that whenever humans are
consistent in a region of the feature space, their prediction
is likely to be correct. It is important to note that we are not
assuming humans will display overall consistency, which
is not generally a reasonable assumption when predictions
involve human behavior (Shanteau, 1992; 2015). Rather, we
are saying that when humans display consistency for a sub-
set of cases, however big or small that portion may be, we
assume their consistency is indicative of correctness, an as-
sumption that is often reasonable when decision-makers are
knowledgeable domain experts. In the pre-trial release con-
text, for instance, this subset may consist of bail ineligible
defendants, who all judges would be observed to detain.
Assume our dataset is composed of triplets (xi, di, yi),
where xi ∈ Rn refers to a vector of feature values of in-
stance i, di ∈ {0, 1} to the human decision, and yi ∈ {0, 1}
to the target variable. The human decision di = 1 allows us
to observe the true outcome, while di = 0 does not. Finally,
we assume that the human’s decision di is based on their
prediction of yi. When learning a model to predict y, the
data available for training is that shown in Equation 1.
So = {(xi, yi) : di = 1} (1)
SA = So ∪ {(xi, di) : P (di = 1|xi) < } (2)
By learning a predictive model of the human decisions, we
can obtain estimates for P (di = 1|xi), which corresponds
to the probability that the true outcome will be observed.
Unlike the task of predicting the true outcome, predicting
the human decisions does not present a selective labels chal-
lenge. Therefore, in general circumstances this model can
be evaluated through standard techniques. Assuming this
model has good performance, P (di = 1|xi) <  indicates
that humans will consistently label this instance as di = 0,
hence the probability for the true label of xi to be observed
in our dataset is negligible. For such instances, we propose
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to augment our dataset by accepting the label predicted by
the humans as the true outcome, resulting in the dataset
shown in Equation 2.
The resulting dataset no longer suffers from complete blind-
ness in any portion of the feature space, and the remaining
sample selection bias can be corrected through standard
techniques. For instance, one can apply inverse probability
weighting (Little & Rubin, 2014), weighting instance i by
wi ≡ 1/P (di = 1|xi). Note that such strategies are gener-
ally not valid if the selection is based on unobservables that
are predictive of the target label; i.e., they still rely on the
assumption that Y ⊥ D | X .
4. Experiments
Allegheny County child maltreatment hotline receives over
15,000 calls a year. Call workers are tasked with deciding
whether a case warrants further investigation, giving rise
to a selective labels setting. The County is working on
developing risk assessment models to assist call workers
in their decisions. In this section we analyze the potential
risk of learning under selective labels in this setting and
explore the effectiveness of the proposed data augmentation
methodology, both in real and semi-synthetic data.
The dataset consists of all 83,311 referrals associated to a
total of 47,305 children received between 2010 and 2014.
For each referral, there are over 800 variables available,
including information regarding demographics, behavioral
health, and past interactions with county prison and public
welfare for all adults and children associated to a referral.
For each case we know whether the call was screened-in by
the caseworker, and if screened in, we observe whether an
out-of-home placement occurred in the 730 days following
the call. In the experiments below, we consider the first
referral associated to each child, and train random forest
models with a 75%-25% train-test partition. The calibration
of predicted probabilities is tested, as seen in Figure 3b.
4.1. Semi-synthetic labels
We simulate a case in which humans have high recall but not
necessarily high precision, which is consistent with what
would be desirable in this and other settings, where we may
expect humans to investigate whenever there is a slim suspi-
cion. For example, doctors prescribe blood tests knowing
that a large portion will test negative for the conditions of
interest. Similarly, without resource constraints, we might
expect workers to screen in calls whenever there is a slight
suspicion of child abuse. To achieve this, we assign semi-
synthetic labels ds and ys, shown in Equation 3.
dsi =
{
di for P (di = 1|xi) > 0.9
0 for P (di = 1|xi) ≤ 0.9
ysi =
{
yi for P (di = 1|xi) > 0.9
0 for P (di = 1|xi) ≤ 0.9
(3)
4.2. Assessing the impact of selective labels
We can empirically assess some of the potential impacts
of learning under selective labels by comparing the model
trained to predict the human decisions and the model trained
to predict placement using screened-in cases. Figures 2a
and 2c compare the risk scores assigned by the two, each
displayed on one axis. The information conveyed in these
plots is helping in assessing the potential impact of learning
under selective labels. If the placement model’s predictions
do not match the human models’ predictions in the cases
that are confidently screened out—the left-most area of
the scatterplot—it means one of the two is wrong. For
cases where decision makers are knowledgeable experts,
it is plausible that this is due to the placement model not
generalizing well to the entire dataset.
In the real-world data, it can be observed that the placement
model assigns a relatively low probability to the cases that
are confidently screened-out, indicating a high degree of
consistency between the two models. In the semi-synthetic
data, however, we can observe that what is learned from the
observed data does not generalize to those cases that are
confidently (and correctly) screened out.
(a) Real-world, observed. (b) Real-world, augmented.
(c) Semisynthetic, observed. (d) Semisynthetic, augmented.
Figure 2. Predictions of human decision, d, and predictions of
placement, y, for the test sets. Captions specify training set. Colors
indicate if placement occurred (when observed) and ‘?’ denotes
the case was screened-out hence the label was not observed.
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(a) Predicted probabilities. (b) Calibration verification.
Figure 3. Random forest predictions to estimate P (D = 1 | X).
4.3. Data augmentation
We apply the proposed data augmentation technique with
 = 0.05, training the model on the augmented dataset.
In Figures 2b and 2d we can observe that individuals who
are predicted to be confidently screened-out are assigned a
lower risk by the algorithms trained on augmented data, with
this effect being much more prominent in the semi-synthetic
data. In Figure 4 we evaluate three models: (1) trained
only on observed outcomes, (2) trained on augmented data,
and (3) trained on augmented data and using inverse proba-
bility weights to correct for remaining selection bias. The
evaluation is done in the portion of the test set for which
we observe true outputs as well as in the augmented test
set. The fact that there is no difference in overall perfor-
mance in terms of ROC for the real-world data is likely
explained by the fact that while a significant number of
screen-ins are predicted with high-confidence, only a small
amount of screen-outs are predicted with high confidence,
as observed in Figure 3a. This results in very little differ-
ence between the observed and augmented sets. In the case
of semi-synthetic data, the data augmentation successfully
incorporates human knowledge, as observed in Figure 4d.
Moreover, Figure 4d reveals that the model that is trained
only on observed outcomes performs very poorly at low sen-
sitivity (false negative rate), and a comparison with Figure
and 4c shows that this can only be detected when evaluating
on the augmented data.
5. Discussion
One of our main empirical findings is that while data aug-
mentation may have little to no impact on the performance
of the model on the labeled data, it can have a large effect
on model generalization to the selectively unlabeled region
of the data. Beyond the gains that this represents in terms
of the model’s reliability, increased agreement between the
model predictions and confident human decisions may help
to build trust in the model in decision support contexts. Hu-
man assessors are likely to form a negative impression of
a tool if it frequently issues a contradictory assessment in
cases where the human is confident. This may make the
human assessors less likely to trust the model in general,
and thus could undermine its utility even in cases where the
(a) Real-world, observed. (b) Real-world, augmented.
(c) Semisynthetic, observed. (d) Semisynthetic, augmented.
Figure 4. ROC curve of model trained only on observed data (blue),
on augmented data (green) and on augmented data with inverse
probability weights (yellow). Captions indicate evaluation test set.
model is far more confident and accurate than the human.
Another way in which learning from the confidence of ex-
perts can help to build trust is through attenuating the effects
of omitted payoff bias. In making decisions, call workers
are assessing the referral for a broader set of potential risks
and harms than simply out of home placement. Confident
human decisions may be thought of as a proxy for some of
these other outcomes. The model trained on the augmented
Y is predicting a hybrid target. A direction for future work
consists on exploring whether such hybrid prediction indeed
increases trust in the system.
A note must be made regarding unobservables—features
that are available to the humans, but which are not captured
in the data and thus are unavailable to the machine. This
problem would neither be solved nor exacerbated by the
proposed data augmentation method. Cases for which un-
observables lead humans to make differing decisions will
never be a part of the augmented portion. The model may
still learn incorrect associations from the labeled data, but
will not learn any additional incorrect associations from the
augmented data.
In future work we plan to explore the risks of learning under
selective labels when human consistency is not indicative
of correctness, but rather a consequence of shared miscon-
ceptions or biases. Additionally, we intend to study the
theoretical guarantees of the proposed methodology, while
also exploring ways of accounting for unobservables.
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